
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BALI COUNTRYSIDE TOUR 

TYPE: SHARING TOUR 
MIN PARTICIPANT: 2 PEOPLE 
DURATION : 2 DAYS 
PICK UP TIME: 08.00 – 08.30 
RETURN AROUND: 20.00 

DAY 1 : 
KEHEN TEMPLE is an ancient temple in Bali District. It is one of the gems among East Bali’s temples. It’s a little 

like a miniature version of Pura Besakih ( Besakih temple ). It is terraced up the hillside, with the great flight of 
steps leading to the beautifully decorated entrance. 
PENGLIPURAN VILLAGE is one of the most placid, clean, and serene village throughout the whole nation, and 

one of the three cleanest in the whole world. The village is untouchable by the modernization. It has their own 
character. Supported by the fresh air by the height 700 meter above the sea level, give the comfortable for the 
villager and visitors. 
KINTAMANI sit on the rim of the huge Batur caldera about 1,500m above sea level, and offer dramatic views of 

the active volcano Mount Batur and serene Lake Batur. 
SINGARAJA OLD TOWN. Singaraja is the capital city of Buleleng Regency. In the Colonial century, Singaraja was 

the capital city of Bali Province. As the biggest city, Singaraja developed as a city of trade and education. Now the 
capital city moved to Denpasar. But the history of Singaraja still can be seen from the old buildings, trade ports and 
some other places surrounds. 
LOVINA BEACH owns beautiful of calm sea water, blackish chromatic sand. Lovina’s black sand beaches are quite 

lovely and lend themselves well to exploration on foot at a leisurely pace. The sea is very calm here and is safe for 
swimming. The feeling on the beaches is one of laid-back tranquility with small, colorfully decorated traditional 
outriggers along the shoreline. Beautiful panoramic of sunset with the silhouette effect of the dock nearby the 
beach as the extra point plus for the beach.  

DAY 2: 
DOLPHIN WATCHING Lovina Beach is the famous tourist place in north part of Bali with the spectacular of 

Dolphin Watching Tour on the calm seawater. By using traditional outrigger boat going further to the ocean 
watching the dance of Dolphins. 
BRAHMA VIHARA ARAMA is the biggest Buddhist monastery of Bali, situated up in the hilly land of Banjar 

village. It covers a hectare of hillside, with a number of meditation rooms, libraries, beautiful gardens, and an 
impressive miniature of the largest Buddhist archaeological site of the world, Borobudur, on its highest location. 
BANJAR HOT SPRINGS are set in the midst of the jungle in a beautifully landscaped tropical garden. There are 

three main pools which the springs have a sulfur content of 26% and a temperature of ± 38 ° C which is perfect for 
healing (healing process). PLEASE BRING CHANGING CLOTHS 
PUPUAN VILLAGE is a coffee, clove and rice growing region of towering trees and twisting mountain roads, 

which is nestled on the slopes of Mt. Batukaru, in the western part of Bali. The rice field has a perfect landscape 
combination between green rice paddy overlay and natural terrace formation. 
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TANAH LOT means Land in The Sea, a perfectly fit name for its unique offshore settings. The temple is perched 

high on the rock, facing the wide open ocean. In the same area, next to Tanah Lot Temple you may find Batu Bolong 
Temple. It is another extraordinary sea temples build upon a jutting rock cliff. Batu Bolong means “hollowed stone”, 
depicted from its obvious characteristic. This stunning sea temple provides a spectacular silhouette to any sunset 
backdrop. 

PRICE: IDR 1.650.000/PERSON 

INCLUDED: AC coach, English speaking driver, Dolphin Trip, 1N twin shared standard room, Parking fee, Mineral 
water 
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee, Meals, Insurance 

 
 

 


